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Key findings:




For smooth and rippled flows with isotropic turbulence, gas exchange velocities follow a
universal scaling with turbulent dissipation
In rough flows with anisotropic turbulence, gas exchange velocities are lower than
predicted from dissipation rates
Quantitative assessment of surface flow types may facilitate improved mapping of gas
exchange velocities at larger spatial scales

Abstract
Gas exchange is a critical component of any biogeochemical mass balance model of dissolved
gases in aquatic systems, yet the magnitude and drivers of spatial and temporal variations of airwater exchange rates in shallow streams are poorly understood. We investigated the relationships
between gas exchange velocity of carbon dioxide and methane and flow hydraulics at different
sections along a third order stream in Southwest Germany. To cover a wide range of different flow
conditions, the sections were selected based on visual categorization of the dominant surface flow
type. We found that in smooth and rippled flows, gas exchange velocities followed a universal
dependence on turbulent dissipation rates predicted by the small-eddy and surface renewal models.
For these surface flow types, the scaling applied to both, bulk-scale dissipation rates estimated from
flow geometry and dissipation rates estimated from turbulence measurements. Turbulence was
strongly anisotropic under rough flow conditions and gas exchange velocities were lower than
predicted from measured dissipation rates. Nevertheless, near-surface turbulence and gas exchange
velocities differed among surface flow type categories, indicating that quantitative assessment and
mapping of surface flow type may facilitate improved parameterizations of gas exchange velocities
at larger spatial scales. We further describe a novel instrument facilitating an objective assessment
of surface flow by measuring the acceleration of a small floating sphere drifting freely on the water
surface. In combination, our findings may open a new road for understanding, measuring and
predicting spatial and temporal variability of gas exchange in streams.
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Introduction

Gas exchange at water surfaces is an important component of biogeochemical fluxes in streams
and rivers (Mulholland et al. 2001; Aufdenkampe et al. 2011; Long et al. 2015). The diffusive gas
exchange across an air-water interface is the product of the partial pressure difference between
atmospheric and dissolved gas concentration, water surface area and the gas exchange (or piston)
velocity (Jähne and Haußecker 1998). While the dissolved gas concentrations in rivers and streams
are controlled by inputs, biogeochemical transformations and outputs (Hotchkiss et al. 2015), the
gas exchange velocity is mainly controlled by turbulent mixing at the water side of the air-water
interface (Jähne and Haußecker 1998). The flow-dependence of the exchange velocity is a major
driver of large spatial and temporal variability of gas exchange rates of rivers and streams at the
reach scale, as well as at catchment scales (Alin et al. 2011; Wallin et al. 2011; Schelker et al.
2016).
With turbulence near the air-water interface providing the major physical control of gas
exchange velocities, their observed variability in streams has been empirically related to slope,
water current velocity and depth in small streams (Alin et al. 2011; Raymond et al. 2012). In
physically-based models, gas exchange velocities have been linked to near-surface turbulence in
the small eddy, or diffusive boundary layer approach (Lorke and Peeters 2006), or the surface
renewal model (Lamont and Scott 1970). Recently is has been demonstrated that both conceptual
models generate a universal scaling for the air-water gas transfer velocity k as a function of the
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy ε (Katul and Liu 2017):
𝑘 = 𝛼(𝜀𝜈)1⁄4 𝑆𝑐 −𝑛

(1)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity of water, Sc is the Schmidt number (i.e. the ratio of kinematic
viscosity and the diffusion coefficient of the corresponding gas in water) and α is a scaling
coefficient. The functional relationship between the gas exchange velocity and energy dissipation
rates in Eq. 1 has been validated in field measurements in wind-driven systems, including the
marine environment (Zappa et al. 2007; Esters et al. 2017), coastal areas (Tokoro et al. 2008;
Gålfalk et al. 2013), and lakes (Vachon et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2015). Among these studies,
relatively large variations of the values for the scaling coefficient α were observed (Tokoro et al.
2008; Wang et al. 2015; Esters et al. 2017). Because in wind-driven boundary layers, dissipation
rates of turbulent kinetic energy decrease reciprocally with distance from the water surface, α can
be expected to depend on the measurements depth of ε in these systems (Lorke and Peeters 2006;
Esters et al. 2017). No field-based validation of Eq. 1 is available for streams and other aquatic
system where turbulence is predominantly generated by gravity. Laboratory investigations in
smooth and rough channels, however, supported this relationship (Moog and Jirka 1999a; Moog
and Jirka 1999b).
Although a relationship between turbulent energy dissipation and gas exchange can provide
mechanistic understanding of spatial and temporal variations of gas exchange rates in streams, its
application in larger-scale assessments is limited by the capabilities to measure and to predict near2
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surface turbulence at the catchment scale. As an alternative or an addition to using empirical
relationships with slope, flow velocity and depth, Raymond et al. (2012) suggested to use potential
proxies that can be used to probe the effect of boundary conditions on turbulence near the air-water
interface. Such proxies have been developed to characterize physical biotopes for ecological
assessments of water quality in streams and rivers (Kemp et al. 2000; Clifford et al. 2006). Among
these concepts, visual surveys of different surface flow types (e.g., smooth boundary turbulence,
rippled flow, unbroken and broken standing waves) have become an established method (Newson
and Newson 2000). While applications of these proxies have mainly been limited to the
characterization of benthic habitats in streams, their suitability for characterizing gas exchange
velocities by rapid surveys remained unexplored.
Here we investigate the relationship between near-surface turbulence and gas exchange
velocities in a small stream. Based on field measurements of turbulence and gas exchange
velocities in streams featuring different surface flow types, we test to what extent exchange
velocities in small streams follow the same universal dependence on turbulence dissipation rates
as observed for wind-driven systems (Eq. 1). We further link gas exchange and turbulence to visual
appearance of stream flow (surface flow type) and to bulk parameterizations of energy dissipation
rates. Finally, we test new instrumentation for rapid and objective section-scale assessments of
surface flow type and gas exchange velocity in streams. Parts of these analyses were presented at
the River Flow conference in 2018 (Noss et al. 2018).
2
2.1

Methods
Study sites and sampling overview

Atmospheric fluxes of CO2 and CH4 along with bulk flow characteristics, turbulence and water
surface roughness were measured at four different sections of the Wellbach, a headwater stream
(Strahler order 3) located in the Palatinate-Forest in Southwest Germany. The Wellbach is
classified as a small, fine-substrate dominated, siliceous highland river (Dahm et al. 2014). To
cover a wide range of different flow conditions, four different measurement sections were selected
based on the dominant surface flow type, which was visually assessed following the categorization
of Newson and Newson (2000): smooth boundary turbulence (SBT), rippled flow (RIP), unbroken
standing wave (USW) and broken standing wave (BSW) (Fig. 1a-d). The riverbed at the SBT
section consisted of sand with ripples. Only small turbulent flow cells of this glide flow disturbed
the predominantly smooth water surface. The RIP section was a rather narrow and deep run flow
with downstream propagating ripples at the water surface. Unbroken standing waves were present
in a straight riffle flow section with gravel and cobble riverbed. The broken standing waves were
associated with surging flows downstream of protruding boulders, i.e. local cascades.
At each of the approximately 15 m long sections, measurements were performed at two to four
sampling spots with characteristic surface flow types. All measurements were made from an
instrument frame (tripod), which was deployed in the stream between 2 and 15 December 2016. A
3
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picture of the instrumented tripod is provided in the supplementary information (Fig. S1).
Atmospheric fluxes were measured using static (flying) chambers. Subsequently, the flow and
turbulence below the location of chamber deployment were measured using two different
instruments: an acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) measured the three-dimensional flow
velocity at one particular location, while the spatial distribution of two-dimensional (longitudinal
and vertical) flow fields was measured by particle image velocimetry (PIV). To maximize data
quality of the PIV flow measurements, all sampling was conducted during darkness.
At the BSW section, gas fluxes were measured at two spots (BSW 1 and BSW 2) but flow and
turbulence measurements were not possible because of large boulders and shallow water depth,
which impeded the deployment and application of ADV and PIV. At the remaining sections, flow
and turbulence was measured at three spots (SBT 1-3, RIP 1-3, USW 2-4), while gas fluxes were
measured at one additional spot (USW 1) and failed at SBT 3 (no significant correlation, see
below).
a) SBT

b) RIP

c) USW

d) BSW

Figure 1: Study sites at the Wellbach featuring different surface flow types: a) Smooth boundary turbulence (SBT),
b) rippled flow (RIP), c) unbroken standing wave (USW) and d) broken standing wave (BSW).

2.2

Bulk characteristics of the stream sections

At the SBT, RIP and USW sections, mean flow depth (H), stream width (W), water level slope
(S) and near-surface flow speed (US) were measured with a surveyor’s level and an electromagnetic current meter (OTT MF Pro). Flow depth and near-surface flow speed were estimated
along the approximately 15 m long sections as averages over 50 to 55 measurements performed at
equidistantly divided cross-sections with 5 measurements in each of them.
Section-scale Froude number (Fr) and Reynolds number (Re) were estimated as:
𝐹𝑟 = 𝑈𝑆 ⁄√𝑔𝐻 ; 𝑅𝑒 = 𝑈𝑆 𝑅ℎ /𝜈

(2)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, 𝑅ℎ = 𝐻𝑊 ⁄(𝑊 + 2𝐻) is the hydraulic radius.
Following Moog and Jirka (1999a) and Raymond et al. (2012), section-scale energy
dissipation rates were estimated using two different approaches. The first approach is based on the
assumption that channel drag and corresponding energy dissipation are uniformly distributed over
depth. In this case, the energy dissipation rate (εD) corresponds to stream power per unit mass of
water and was calculated as:
4
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𝜀𝐷 = 𝑔𝑆𝑈𝑆

(3)

Alternatively, section-scale energy dissipation rates were estimated by assuming a boundarylayer flow, where energy dissipation is governed by bed shear stress. For smooth and smallroughness flows (Moog and Jirka 1999b), the average dissipation rate per unit mass of water (εS)
can be estimated from channel geometry and slope as:
𝜀𝑆 = (𝑔𝑅ℎ 𝑆)3⁄2 ⁄𝐻
2.3

(4)

Gas exchange velocity

Fluxes of CO2 and CH4 at the water-air interface were measured using a static floating chamber
(circular chamber at SBT, RIP, USW: 12 L volume, 0.09 m2 bottom area; at BSW: 24 L volume,
0.17 m2 bottom area), which was mounted to the tripod. To avoid the measurement bias caused by
inference of the submerged chamber edges with the flow (Lorke et al. 2015), we applied a flying
chamber design (Lorke et al. 2015; Rosentreter et al. 2017) in which the chamber edges are not
submerged. To seal the chamber headspace from ambient air, a thin (0.007 mm) plastic foil was
used, which adhered to the water surface. In order to avoid any contact of the rigid part of the
chamber with the water surface, we placed the chamber at an appropriate distance (2 to 5 cm) above
the water surface. The flying chamber was connected to an Ultraportable Greenhouse Gas Analyzer
(UGGA; Los Gatos Research, Inc., USA) via two 4.65-meter-long gas-tight tubes (Tygon E3603),
creating a circulating gas loop between the chamber headspace and the UGGA. The flying chamber
was placed for ca. 2 min on the water surface (3-4 replicates per spot for RIP, USW and STB; 4-7
replicates per spot for BSW). Fluxes of CO2 and CH4 were obtained from the measured linear
increase of CO2 and CH4 in the chamber headspace and calculated according to Bodmer et al.
(2016). While the initial linear slope was calculated for time periods ranging between 24 s to 2.3
min. we only considered significant slopes (ANOVA, p<0.05; average r2 of all slopes was 0.7).
Partial pressures of CO2 (pCO2) and CH4 (pCH4) in water samples were measured on-site using
the headspace method (one sample before, during and after each spot measurement). The headspace
measurements were conducted using the UGGA with closed-loop as described in Alshboul et al.
(2016). Furthermore, we measured pCO2 and pCH4 in the atmosphere at each site with the UGGA.
Gas transfer (piston) velocities (k in m d-1) were estimated from measured fluxes (F in mol m-2 d1
) and respective partial pressures (water and atmosphere) of CO2 and CH4 (µatm):
𝑘=𝐾

𝐹

,

(5)

𝐻 (𝛥𝑝𝐶)

where KH is Henry’s constant (mol L-1 atm-1) adjusted for in-situ water temperature (Goldenfum
2010) and ΔpC is the difference of the partial pressure of CO2 or CH4 in water and in the
atmosphere. We standardized k of CO2 and CH4 at in-situ temperature to k600, i.e. k for a Schmidt
number (Sc) of 600, according to Jähne et al. (1987):
600 −0.5

𝑘600 = 𝑘 ( 𝑆𝑐 )

,

(6)
5
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where k at in-situ temperature was calculated using Eq. 5 for CO2 and CH4, respectively, and Sc is
the corresponding Schmidt number (calculated according to Wanninkhof, 1992). We chose an
exponent of -0.5, which showed best agreement in the compilation of gas exchange velocities
measured in different aquatic systems (Zappa et al. 2007).
Visual observations during the measurements suggested that ebullition did not occur at the
sampled stream sections.
2.4

Flow velocity and turbulence

Flow velocity and turbulence measurements below the chamber were performed after the flux
measurements by PIV and by ADV. The upper boundary of the field of view (FOV) of the PIV
was 2 cm below the lowest elevation of the water surface. The ADV sampling volume was located
14 cm below the water surface and 23 cm from the left end of the FOV.
The ADV (Vector, Nortek AS) was mounted in parallel to the mean flow direction, i.e. the
instrument’s z-axis, which provides most accurate velocity measurements, was aligned with the
longitudinal flow direction while its x-axis pointed vertically upward. Measurements were
conducted for at least 3 min with a sampling frequency of 64 Hz. The velocity range was set to 1
m s-1 for measurements at SBT, 2 m s-1 at RIP and 7 m s-1 at USW. We used a pulse transmit length
of 2 mm and a 16 mm high sampling volume for the measurements at the USW spots, and 4 mm
transmit length and 14.9 mm sampling volume height at all other sites.
The custom-made PIV-system consisted of a digital camera (Sony RX100IV) and a green
continuous wave laser (Hercules-225, Laserglow) with a Powell-lens to expand the laser beam to
a planar light sheet with an opening angle of 60° (see, e.g., Stamhuis (2006) for an overview of
PIV measurement and analysis principles). All PIV components were placed under water with the
laser located downstream of the sampling spot and the camera was arranged perpendicular to the
light sheet at a lateral distance of 37 cm (suppl. Figure S2). Natural suspended particles were
illuminated by the laser and videos of the 416 mm wide and 224 mm high FOV were recorded with
a frame rate of 120 Hz for at least 3 min at each spot. Instantaneous two-dimensional velocity
vectors at a spatial resolution of 8 mm  8 mm were calculated using a three-step adaptive
correlation algorithm with final interrogation areas of 64  64 pixel and 50 % overlap with the
software DynamicStudio V (Dantec Dynamics). In the adaptive correlation procedure initial
velocity vectors are estimated in large interrogation areas (256  256 pixel) and subsequently
refined in smaller sized interrogation areas. Spurious velocity vectors were identified by peak
validation and replaced by a moving average spanning 7 x 7 interrogation areas. 22-29 % of the
velocity vectors were substituted during the iterative processing of the adaptive correlation at the
SBT sites, while 35-59 % and 78-82 % of the vectors were substituted at the RIP and USW sites,
respectively.
Time series of longitudinal (u(t)) and vertical (w(t)) flow velocities measured by the ADV and
in each interrogation area of the PIV were decomposed into mean ( 𝑢̅, 𝑤
̅ ) and temporarily
6
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fluctuating (u’(t), w’(t)) components by subtracting temporal mean values from the measured
instantaneous velocities. Spectral analysis of velocity fluctuations revealed that the measurements
were dominated by noise at frequencies >10 Hz for both PIV and the longitudinal ADV velocity
components, and at frequencies >3 Hz for the vertical ADV velocity. To exclude the noise from
subsequent statistical analysis, zero-phase low-pass filter (12th order Butterworth) with
corresponding cut-off frequencies were applied to the velocity time series, after de-spiking using
the method described in Goring and Nikora (2002).
For the low-pass filtered velocities from both instruments, we estimated root mean square
values of velocity fluctuations (urms, wrms) and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) as:
1

1

2
2 )
̅̅̅̅2 + 2𝑤′
̅̅̅̅̅2 ) = (𝑢𝑟𝑚𝑠
𝑇𝐾𝐸 = 2 (𝑢′
+ 2𝑤𝑟𝑚𝑠
2

(7)

where the overbar denotes temporal averaging over the entire deployment length. The spatial
structure of the velocity fluctuations was characterized using the vorticity (ω) of the twodimensional flow field observed by PIV:
𝜔=

𝜕𝑢′
𝜕𝑥

−

𝜕𝑤′
𝜕𝑧

(8)

The vorticity scales with the angular velocities of turbulent eddies in the planar FOV.
Power-spectral density (Pu, Pw) of velocity fluctuations was estimated from unfiltered velocity
time series using Welch’s method (Emery and Thomson 2004). Frequency spectra were converted
to wavenumber spectra using Taylor’s hypothesis of frozen turbulence (𝜅 = 𝑓/𝑢̅, frequencies (f)
and wavenumbers (κ) are reported as cycles per second and per meter, respectively).
Dissipation rates of turbulent kinetic energy (εu, εw) were estimated using the inertial
dissipation technique (Bluteau et al. 2011). A constant slope of κ-5/3 was fitted to the inertial
subrange in measured wavenumber spectra to match the theoretical spectrum:
𝑃(𝑘) = 𝑢̅𝑃(𝑓 ⁄𝑢̅) = 2𝜋𝐴𝜀 2⁄3 (2𝜋𝜅)−5⁄3

(9)

We used A=0.49 for the spectrum of the longitudinal velocity component (Pu) and A=0.65 for the
spectrum of the vertical component (Pw) (Bluteau et al. 2011).
The flow velocities and derived quantities describing mean flow and turbulence measured by
ADV and PIV agreed reasonably well at all sampling sites. A detailed comparison of the results
from both instruments is provided as supplemental information (Figures S2-S4). In the following,
we report PIV observations only.
2.5

Drifter

Water surface roughness was quantified at each section using a novel instrument consisting of
a small (28 mm diameter) floating sphere, which measured acceleration while drifting freely on the
stream surface. The hardware of the battery-powered drifter consisted of a 9-axis orientation sensor
(Bosch BNO55) and electronic periphery including memory and a computer interface for data
7
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download. Only raw acceleration readings of the accelerometer were used for further analyses,
because drifter orientation, which could be estimated by sensor fusion with a compass and
gyroscope data, failed in the present drifter application. Three-dimensional acceleration vectors
were sampled at 50 Hz and with a resolution of 0.0024 m s-2.
The standard deviation of acceleration measured by the drifter is related to buoyancy-driven
vertical oscillations of the drifter at the water surface and can be expected to be related to surface
roughness and predominantly horizontal velocity gradients. Standard deviations of the acceleration
magnitude were averaged over repeated runs at the same section, where a run corresponds to the
motion of the drifter while floating along the investigated stream section. Between 10 and 28
successful runs of the drifter along the sections (i.e. without contact with the stream banks) were
conducted before the flux and turbulence measurements. At the BSW sites (16 runs), only short
sequences of drifter acceleration, when it passed the broken surface water of the hydraulic jump,
were analyzed, while whole section runs were used to characterize the quasi-uniform surface flow
types of SBT (13 runs), RIP (28 runs) and USW (10 runs).
3
3.1

Results
Bulk hydrodynamics

The largest variability of the measured characteristics among the different surface flow types
were observed in energy dissipation rates and water surface slopes, which increased by two to three
orders of magnitude from SBT and RIP to USW sections (Table 1). The energy dissipation
estimates εS, which are solely based on stream slope and depth (Eq. 4), were consistently (up to one
order of magnitude) smaller and more variable among the surface flow types than εD, which is
based on slope and observed flow speed (Table 1).
The mean flow speed was smallest at the SBT section (0.17 m s-1) and nearly five-fold higher
at the USW section (0.76 m s-1). Similarly, Reynolds numbers increased by a factor of three from
SBT (3·10-4) to USW (1·10-5) sections. Froude numbers were smallest (0.1) at SBT and highest
(0.51) at USW and were indicating subcritical flow (Fr<1) at all sections.
Table 1: General hydraulic characteristics of the stream sections with different surface flow types (SBT; smooth
boundary turbulence, RIP: rippled flow, USW: unbroken standing wave): mean flow depth (H), mean stream width
(W), water surface slope (S), mean flow speed (US, arithmetic mean over 50-55 measurements), Froude number (Fr),
Reynolds number (Re) and energy dissipation rates estimated from uniform channel drag (εD, Eq. 3) and from bed
shear stress (εS, Eq. 4).
Surface

H

W

S

US
-1

Fr

Re

εD

εS
-1

flow type

(m)

(m)

(%)

(m s )

(-)

(-)

(W kg )

(W kg-1)

SBT

0.31

5.22

0.02

0.17

0.10

3.1·104

3.3·10-4

4.1·10-5

RIP

0.40

3.59

0.04

0.30

0.15

6.5·104

1.2·10-3

1.1·10-4

USW

0.23

3.24

1.06

0.76

0.51

1.0·105

7.9·10-2

1.3·10-2
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3.2

Turbulence

Despite the different mean flow velocity and magnitude of turbulent velocity fluctuations, the
flow patterns at SBT and RIP did not differ notably. The patterns consisted of 5 – 10 cm sized
turbulent eddies of random direction of rotation, which were advected horizontally through the
field of view by the mean flow velocity at the SBT and RIP sections (Fig. 2a). There, eddies were
carried into the field of view by larger-scale flow structures and remained without notable change
in structure, size and speed during their passage. AT USW in contrast, turbulent eddies and flow
structures were less persistent and rapidly generated and dissipated within the field of view.
Particularly at the most shallow site (USW spot 2, Fig. 2b), turbulent flow structures were
frequently being shed from the more stationary, topographically forced, vortices and propagated
also vertically towards the water surface.

Figure 2: Snapshots of instantaneous turbulent velocity fluctuations for a) smooth boundary turbulence (SBT spot 3)
and b) unbroken standing wave (USW spot 2). The vectors show magnitude and direction of turbulent velocity
fluctuations (a reference arrow is provided in the top left corner of each panel). The white area at the bottom of b)
masks the stream bed. The mean current speed (Umean) that has been subtracted from the measured flow velocities is
shown in the panel headings. The velocities are overlaid a color image showing the y-component of instantaneous
vorticity. The vorticity (ω, Eq. 8) scales with the angular velocity of clockwise (blue color) and counterclockwise (red
color) rotating eddies in the planar field of view.

Turbulent kinetic energy increased by about one order of magnitude for the three-fold increase
of mean flow velocity from SBT to USW sites (turbulent quantities measured at the individual
sampling spots are listed in supplementary information, Table S1). TKE was mainly determined
by variance of the longitudinal velocity, which had root-mean-square values nearly twofold those
of the vertical component. Spectral analysis of velocity fluctuations revealed that the major
contributions to turbulent kinetic energy were associated with spatial scales between flow depth
and stream width (Fig. 3). At the SBT and RIP sites longitudinal velocity variance had a
pronounced peak at wavenumbers corresponding to stream width, while the vertical velocity
variance was maximum for wave numbers corresponding to flow depth at all sections. In SBT and
RIP flows, turbulence became most isotropic, i.e. comparable spectral density of longitudinal and
vertical velocity variance, for wave numbers exceeding κH =1/H, i.e. for length scales smaller than
water depth. An inertial subrange could be observed in both longitudinal and vertical velocity
9
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fluctuations for wave numbers up to 20 – 30 m-1 where the spectra flattened towards higher wave
numbers due to measurement noise. At the USW sites, turbulence was strongly anisotropic over
the observed wave number range (Fig. 3c). At all sites, noise caused a strong increase in spectral
density for wavenumber exceeding κnoise=10 Hz / Umean, i.e. for frequencies exceeding the 10 Hz
noise limit, which was excluded from all other analysis by low-pass filtering (cf. method section).
Noise dominated the spectral velocity variance at spatial scales < 0.03 m at the low-energetic SBT
and <0.07 m at the USW sections.

Figure 3: Variance-preserving presentation of power spectral density of velocity fluctuations at a) SBT, b) RIP and
c) USW sampling sites. Solid lines show spectral density of longitudinal (black) and vertical (red) velocity
fluctuations. Vertical dashed lines mark wave numbers corresponding to stream width (κw=1/W), local water depth
(κH=1/H) and measurement noise (κnoise=10 Hz / Umean). The spectra are were calculated from unfiltered velocities.
Note the different scales of spectral power in the three panels.

Mean dissipation rates of TKE estimated from inertial subrange fitting varied between 10-4 W
kg-1 (SBT) and 10-2 W kg-1 (USW) (suppl. Table S2). The values increased with increasing flow
speed, roughly following a power-law relationship 𝜀~𝑢̅3 (Fig. 4a). Dissipation rates obtained from
power spectra of vertical velocity fluctuations (εw) were consistently smaller than those from
longitudinal velocity spectra (εu). The anisotropy ratio (εu/εw) increased with increasing flow
velocities and dissipation rates from 1.2 in SBT and RIP flows, up to 7 at USW sites. The
dissipation rates εw and εu measured at sampling spots within the same section were in the range
between the two different section-scale dissipation estimates from bulk parameters εS (Eq. 4) and
εD (Eq. 3).
Except for spot USW 2, velocity magnitude and turbulence properties, including TKE, rootmean-square velocity fluctuations and dissipation rates, did not show pronounced vertical structure
(Fig. 4b). Spot USW 2, where the local flow depth was rather shallow (i.e., the bottom of PIV
vector field corresponded to the bottom of the gravel riverbed), was characterized by a strong shear
layer where the mean flow speed below 0.1 m depth rapidly decreased to near zero.

10
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a)

b)
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·
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-1
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Figure 4: a) Dissipation rates of turbulent kinetic energy versus mean flow velocity for different surface flow types
(symbol color, see legend). Filled symbols show dissipation estimates from vertical velocity fluctuations (εw), open
symbols are corresponding estimates from the longitudinal velocity component (εu). The dashed line indicates a
power law relationship between current speed and dissipation rates εw. b) Vertical profiles of temporarily and
longitudinally averaged current speed and dissipation rates (εw) with colors denoting different surface flow types
(see legend).

3.3

Drifter accelerations

As expected for Lagrangian experiments, the drifter runs along a particular stream section
followed different pathways. Mean travel times (± standard deviation) were 40.0±9.6 s at SBT,
35.2±15.6 s at RIP, and 14.4±0.9 s at USW. Sequences, where the drifter passed the BSW (i.e., the
hydraulic jump from drifter immerging until leaving the broken standing wave) were shorter
(5.1±1.6 s). Examples of individual measured acceleration time series (Fig. 5a) show that drifter
acceleration variance was similar between repeated runs at the same surface flow type, but mostly
different among them, smoothest at SBT and with largest amplitudes at USW and BSW.
Although the drifter took different pathways, hence passed different subregions (e.g., more
calm and slow, or more turbulent and wavy) of the sections, the total of measured acceleration time
series of the sections can clearly be distinguished from each other. Individual runs at the SBT,
where the drifter passes more rough subregions, could cause a standard deviations of accelerations
larger than that measured by a drifter passing more smooth subregions at RIP (Fig 6b). The statistics
in terms of mean and quantile of standard deviations of drifter accelerations obtained from multiple
runs, however, enable to distinguish even such more similar surface flow types. The difference
between these and that of the more wavy and turbulent flows in USW and BSW was one order of
magnitude.
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a)

b)

sd of acceleration aSD (m s-2)

101

n=13
10

0

n=10

10-1

n=28
n=13
10-2
SBT

RIP

USW

BSW

Surface flow type

Figure 5: a) Examples of measured acceleration time series (6.5 s sequences) of three runs at each of the investigated
surface flow types. The time series measured at the SBT, RIP and USW sections were plotted with vertical offset
(values provided in parentheses) for clarity of the visualization. The characteristic peaks at the beginning of BSW
time series correspond to the sudden and strong momentum the drifter gained while entering the hydraulic jump. b)
Box plot of the standard deviations (sd) of instantaneous drifter acceleration (aSD) estimated for individual runs at
stream sections with different surface flow type (SBT, RIP, USW and BSW). The boxes encompass the 25–75
percentile range, whiskers show minimum and maximum, and open squares and horizontal lines mark mean and
median values, respectively. The number of drifter runs (n) for each flow type is provided as labels.

3.4

Gas exchange velocity as a function turbulence and surface flow type

Generally, gas exchange velocities for both gases were increasing from SBT to RIP, USW and
BSW (Fig. 6a, dissolved gas concentrations, fluxes and exchange velocities are listed in
supplementary information, Table S2). While slightly overlapping ranges of variability were
observed at SBT, RIP and USW sites, k600 was generally larger at the BSW sites. Furthermore, k600
estimated from CH4 fluxes was consistently higher compared to k600 estimated for CO2, except at
the BSW section (Fig. 6b). The ratio of k600_CH4/k600_CO2 was on average 1.3 at the SBT, RIP and
USW sampling sites. The ratio k600_CH4/k600_CO2 did not depend neither on pCH4 nor on dissipation
rate.
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Figure 6: a) Box plot of gas exchange velocities for CO2 (solid lines) and CH4 (dashed lines) for different surface
flow types. The boxes encompass the 25–75 percentile range, whiskers show minimum and maximum, and
squaresymbols and horizontal lines mark mean and median values, respectively. b) Normalized gas exchange
velocities k600 estimated from measured CH4 fluxes versus k600 estimated from CO2. Error bars indicate standard
deviations of repeated flux measurements at each sampling spot.

The dependence of k600 on dissipation rates followed the small eddy-model with a ε1/4 powerlaw described by Katul and Liu (2017) (Eq. 1; Fig. 7). In comparison to former studies, the observed
scaling factor α in Eq. 1 was at the upper end of reported values and was most closely related to
those found by Zappa et al. (2007) for the coastal ocean and large rivers and by Vachon et al. (2010)
for lakes and reservoirs. The scaling factor reported for laboratory channel flows by Moog and
Jirka (1999b) underestimated gas exchange velocity by a factor of two. At the two USW sites with
high flow speeds (>1 m s-1), deviations of dissipation-based estimates of k600 from the small eddymodel with a constant scaling factor were largest for dissipation rates estimated from the
longitudinal velocity component. More close correspondence, however, was observed for
dissipation rates estimated from the vertical velocity component (Fig. 7a).
When applied to bulk estimates of turbulent dissipation rates estimated from channel geometry
and mean flow velocity (Eq. 3 and 4), estimated gas transfer velocities and scaling coefficients (α)
were in a similar range as those estimated from direct turbulence measurements (Fig. 7a). Due to
the higher gas exchange velocities k600 observed for CH4 in comparison to CO2, the corresponding
scaling coefficients estimated from CH4 fluxes were generally higher. A summary of the mean
scaling coefficients obtained from different combinations of dissipation rate estimates and
measured gas exchange velocities is provided in supplementary information (Table S3). The
average standard deviation of drifter acceleration at the different surface flow types was linearly
related to gas exchange velocity for k600 >7 m d-1 (Fig. 7b).
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Figure 7: a) Dependence of normalized gas exchange velocities k600 on dissipation rates (Eq. 1 with Sc=600).
Symbols show measured data (k600 from CO2, error bars indicate standard deviations from repeated chamber
deployments) and dissipation rates estimated from the vertical (εw, solid circular symbols) and longitudinal (εu, open
circular symbols) velocity components. Solid and open star-shaped symbols show corresponding estimates from
section-scale dissipation rates (εS and εD, Table 1). Symbol colors indicate the different surface flow types (see
legend in b). Lines show comparisons with other studies, which provided different estimates of the coefficient α in
Eq. 1 (plotted for the respective data range covered by the original study). b) Observed gas exchange velocity k600
(based on CO2) versus standard deviation of drifter acceleration for different surface flow types (see legend). The
line shows a linear fit (r2=0.98, p=0.02, see legend for equation with slope and intercept). Horizontal and vertical
error bars show standard deviations of different drifter runs and chamber deployments, respectively.

4
4.1

Discussion
Gas exchange velocity and its relation to turbulence

Here we demonstrated that the functional dependence of gas exchange velocity on turbulent
energy dissipation rates follows the general scaling law derived from the small-eddy and surface
divergence models (Eq. 1) under smooth and rippled flow conditions also in shallow streams. The
empirical scaling coefficient α in this model was at the upper range, and slightly higher than
corresponding coefficients derived for lakes and oceans (Fig. 7a). It appears promising that for
these surface flow types, comparable agreement between measured and predicted gas exchange
velocities was observed for section-scale dissipation estimates. Similar to drag-based
parametrization of near-surface dissipation rates in terms of wind speed in wind-driven aquatic
systems, mean dissipation rates in stream sections can be derived from the rate of change of
potential energy of water flowing down a slope. As expected for smooth and small-roughness flows
(Moog and Jirka 1999a), the dissipation rate estimates based on constant bed shear (εS, Eq. 4)
showed better agreement with locally measured dissipation rates for SBT and RIP flow types, while
the drag-based approach (εD, Eq. 3) resulted in much higher dissipation rates.
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Turbulence was strongly anisotropic under rough flow conditions (unbroken stand wave) and,
measured gas exchange velocities were lower than predicted from measured dissipation rates.
However, in highly energetic and shallow USW flows, the assumption of isotropic turbulence and
the presumed constancy of the coefficient α in Eq. 1 is not valid. Here we found better agreement
between Eq. 1 and measured gas exchange velocities for dissipation estimates from the vertical
velocity component. In a comparable study conducted in the coastal zone, Tokoro et al. (2008)
excluded all measurements for which the ratio of dissipation rate estimates from different velocity
components exceeded a factor of 6. Application of this procedure to the present study would have
resulted in no valid dissipation estimates for the USW flow type.
Except for the BSW flow type, gas exchange velocities estimated from fluxes of CH4 were
systematically 30 % higher than those estimated from CO2. Higher exchange velocities for CH4
has been explained by enhanced fluxes of less soluble gases due to microbubbles (Prairie and del
Giorgio 2013; McGinnis et al. 2015). Microbubble enhancement can be expected to depend on
surface flow type and greatest enhancement could be expected for BSW, where air entrainment by
breaking waves is an explicit feature of the flow type definition. Although showing the largest
variability among all flow types, the CH4 gas exchange velocities were comparable to those of CO2
at the BSW section (Fig. 6b). A 30 % uncertainty in gas exchange velocity related to the type of
gas is comparable in magnitude to corresponding uncertainties in k600 obtained from dissipation
rates (Eq. 1), which are typically associated with measurement errors of a factor of two
(supplementary information). The much higher enhancement of CH4 fluxes observed in other
studies (e.g., up to 250 % in McGinnis et al., 2015 ) and the rather systematic nature of this
uncertainty, however, call for a better understanding of the governing processes, including
quantitative observations of microbubbles and the physical processes that control their generation
and dynamics.
4.2

Surface flow type mapping and larger-scale perspectives

The results presented here provide first evidence that stream sections differing in surface flow
type are characterized by different ranges of variability of near-surface turbulence and gas
exchange velocities. The highest exchange velocities were observed for the BSW flow type, which
were about four-fold those at the SBT site (Fig. 6). Although the range of variability in our study
was small compared to more extensive surveys in small streams, where aeration coefficients (i.e.
k600 divided by flow depth) varied by more than two orders of magnitude across streams and stream
reaches in a headwater system (Wallin et al. 2011; Schelker et al. 2016), our finding suggests that
surface flow type categories could potentially provide a basis for constraining gas exchange
velocities in streams. Surface flow types were introduced for a qualitative characterization of
discrete hydraulic conditions within mesoscale units of the stream bed, described as physical
biotopes (Newson and Newson 2000). Although it has been demonstrated that visual assessments
of surface flow type distributions provide biologically relevant information, e.g. about spatial
distributions of stream macroinvertebrates (Reid and Thoms 2008), their simple correlation to bed
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shear stress has been questioned because water depth is not explicitly taken into account (Clifford
et al. 2006). However, surface flow types can be considered to characterize the hydraulic conditions
at the water surface, as they are relevant for gas exchange at stream surfaces.
We found distinct ranges of acceleration variance along drifter runs for three different surface
flow types and an empirical relationship between the standard deviation of drifter acceleration and
gas exchange velocity. These first results suggest that the drifter can be a useful tool for both
objective flow type mapping and section-scale assessments of gas exchange velocities in rough
flows. Although the measured accelerations could not be mechanistically related to physical
quantities of the flow, their variability can be considered as an empirical measure of surface
roughness and near-surface turbulence and may facilitate a more objective and quantitative
assessment of surface flow types than visual inspection. To what extent these relationships can be
extended to include a wider range of flow types, and if they are consistent across streams differing
in size and channel morphology, remain open questions, that need more data and further research.
Future experiments relating gas exchange velocities to surface flow types and drifter applications
should include reach-scale measurements of gas exchange velocities using tracer gas injection
(Hornberger and Kelly 1975; Demars et al. 2015), since they provide exchange velocities at more
relevant spatial scales.
A broader investigation of the relationship between flow type and gas exchange velocity
appears to be a promising approach, because hydromorphological assessment has gained
considerable attention in governmental monitoring, protection and restoration efforts. As one of
the parameters for evaluating stream hydromorphology, European monitoring programs include
mapping of ‘flow features’ and ‘flow patterns’ (Raven et al. 2002). Comprehensive monitoring
programs of state authorities in Germany, for example, include mapping of ‘flow diversity’ as a
qualitative assessment of the variability of surface flow types in streams and rivers at section-scale
(LAWA 2000). Such maps can potentially provide a significant improvement of catchment-scale
assessments of gas exchange velocities in streams. In addition to expanding the database for
establishing a relationship between surface flow types and near-surface turbulence, further research
is needed for potential up-scaling of such relationships to stream networks. Open research questions
are related to the relevant spatial resolution at which surface flow type needs to be mapped, their
superposition and stage dependence, as well as the accuracy and resolution of the mapping
procedure.
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6
6.1

Supplemental material
Figure S1

Figure S1: Measurement tripod instrumented with flying
chamber, acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) and particle image
velocimeter (PIV). Note that ADV-sensor and PIV-camera are
fixed at transport-positions and were lowered down and
submerged for measuring flow and turbulence below the chamber.
PIV-laser is slid to the back of the tripod during ADV-sampling.
Inset picture shows the size of the spherical housing and
electronics of the drifter.
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6.2

Table S1

Table S1: Temporarily and spatially averaged flow properties at the measurement spots in stream sections with
different surface flow types (SBT, RIP, USW): Flow speed Umean and turbulent kinetic energy TKE, root-meansquare (rms) velocity fluctuations of longitudinal (urms) and vertical (wrms) velocities and dissipation rates ε estimated
from inertial subrange fitting of longitudinal (εu) and vertical (εw) velocity fluctuations and the ratio of both
dissipation rates (isotropy ratio).
Umean
TKE
urms
wrms
εu
εw
εu /εw
(m s-1)

(J kg-1)

(m s-1)

(m s-1)

(W kg-1)

(W kg-1)

(-)

SBT 1

0.39

1.7·10-3

0.04

0.03

1.6·10-4

1.3·10-4

1.2

SBT 2

0.34

1.4·10-3

0.04

0.02

1.1·10-4

8.8·10-5

1.2

SBT 3

0.40

2.3·10-3

0.05

0.03

2.0·10-4

1.6·10-4

1.6

RIP 1

0.51

2.2·10-3

0.05

0.03

2.2·10-4

1.8·10-4

1.2

RIP 2

0.54

5.3·10-3

0.07

0.05

5.6·10-4

4.7·10-4

1.2

RIP 3

0.51

8.1·10-3

0.10

0.06

1.3·10-3

7.8·10-4

1.3

USW 2

0.70

2.1·10-2

0.17

0.08

5.2·10-2

7.2·10-3

7.2

USW 3

1.12

2.4·10-2

0.18

0.08

2.0·10-2

3.0·10-3

6.7

USW 4

1.30

1.0·10-2

0.11

0.07

4.3·10-3

2.1·10-3

2.1
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6.3

Table S2

Table S2: Dissolved gas concentrations and fluxes. Average ± standard deviation of each surface flow type (bold)
and spot for CO2 and CH4 partial pressure (p), flux and gas exchange velocity k600. Surface flow types are smooth
boundary turbulence (SBT, rippled flow (RIP, unbroken standing wave (USW) and broken standing wave (BSW).
pCO2 and pCH4 at the individual spots were estimated from only three replicated samples, hence no standard
deviation is provided.
Surface
flow
type
SBT

RIP

USW

BSW

Spot

Water pCO2

Flux CO2

k600 CO2

(ppm)

(mmol m-2 d-1)

(m d-1)

Water
pCH4
(ppm)

Flux CH4

k600 CH4

(mmol m-2 d-1)

(m d-1)

All
SBT1

817.2 ± 9
810

98.44 ± 7.18
95.07 ± 8.16

7.19 ± 0.45
7.1 ± 0.61

78.5 ± 2.6
80.5

0.91 ± 0.05
0.87 ± 0.01

8.21 ± 0.7
7.66 ± 0.11

SBT2

826.8

102.93 ± 1.45

7.31 ± 0.1

75.7

0.96 ± 0.01

8.96 ± 0.05

All
RIP1

810.6 ± 5.1
804.7

127.61 ± 20.6
111.68 ± 5.91

9.63 ± 1.44
8.61 ± 0.46

56.7 ± 0.1
56.8

0.96 ± 0.12
0.92 ± 0.06

12.01 ± 1.5
11.53 ± 0.71

RIP2

814.6

121.89 ± 6.1

9.11 ± 0.46

56.6

0.93 ± 0.2

11.75 ± 2.49

RIP3

814.6*

154.56 ± 13.18

11.53 ± 0.98

56.6*

1.03 ± 0.09

12.92 ± 1.17

All
USW1

886.8 ± 33.8
831.3

212.61 ± 42.85
194.35 ± 12.93

12.82 ± 2.54
13.55 ± 0.9

62.5 ± 0.7
61.4

1.34 ± 0.25
1.38 ± 0.08

15.18 ± 2.76
15.93 ± 0.94

USW2

899.8

280.97 ± 18.28

16.35 ± 1.06

63.1

1.7 ± 0.06

19.06 ± 0.72

USW3

904.7

185.91 ± 12.32

10.69 ± 0.71

62.5

1.15 ± 0.04

13.08 ± 0.47

USW4

911.4

189.21 ± 6.73

10.71 ± 0.38

63.2

1.13 ± 0.07

12.65 ± 0.73

All
BSW1

741.8 ± 1.4
743.5

274.86 ± 54.48
283.1 ± 12.84

26.38 ± 5.23
26.99 ± 1.22

49.5 ± 0.2
49.2

1.43 ± 0.43
1.69 ± 0.48

20.66 ± 6.33
24.54 ± 6.99

BSW2

740.7

269.36 ± 71.78

25.97 ± 6.92

49.6

1.28 ± 0.36

18.45 ± 5.16

*RIP3: for pCO2 and pCH4 we used the same partial pressure as measured in RIP2 (technical problem,
measurements of RIP2 and RIP3 were measured within ca. 2 hours)

6.4

Table S3

Table S3: Average scaling coefficient α in the small eddy-model (Eq. 1) for dissipation rates estimated from
measured vertical (εw) and longitudinal (εu), velocity fluctuations (spot scale) and for section-scale dissipation rates
estimated from bulk flow characteristics (εS, Eq. 4 and εD, Eq. 3). All coefficients were estimated from measured gas
exchange velocities k600 from CO2 and for CH4 and represent mean values and standard deviations of all
measurements from the SBT, RIP and USW sites.
Spot-scale
Section-scale
α(CO2,εw)

α(CH4,εw)

α(CO2,εu)

α(CH4,εu)

α(CO2,εD)

α(CH4,εD)

α(CO2,εS)

α(CH4,εS)

0.53±0.09

0.69±0.14

0.46±0.15

0.60±0.21

0.37±0.14

0.47±0.18

0.63±0.27

0.81±0.35
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6.5

PIV-ADV comparison

For the comparison of the ADV and PIV velocity measurements, we considered the
longitudinal and vertical velocity components, which were measured subsequently by both
instruments at the study sites. We compared the mean velocity magnitude, turbulence
characteristics and power spectra from a single PIV interrogation area located within the ADV
sampling volume (23 cm from the left and 12 cm from the top of the field of view).
Except for the measurements at USW spot 2, the mean velocity magnitudes were strongly
correlated (Fig. S2a), although the mean current speeds measured by the PIV were on average 8 %
greater than those measured by the ADV. At USW spot 2, the PIV velocity was >35 % smaller
than the ADV velocity, which we attribute to the potential instationarity of the strong shear layer
that was observed at this site (cf. Fig. 5b). The observed differences between root-mean-square
(rms) velocity fluctuations were larger (+23 % for urms and -9 % for wrms relative to ADV velocity,
Fig. S2b). Largest differences between both instruments were observed for the USW
measurements, where the strong noise in the vertical ADV velocity component (see below) can be
expected to have caused the observed overestimation. At the SBT and RIP sites, the rms
fluctuations measured by both instruments agreed better for the vertical velocity components, while
that urms was consistently about 20 % larger in the PIV than in the ADV measurements.
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Figure S2: Comparison of a) mean flow speed ( √̅̅̅
𝑢2 + ̅̅̅̅
𝑤 2 and b) root-mean-square velocity fluctuations (𝑢𝑟𝑚𝑠 =
√̅̅̅̅
𝑢′2 , filled symbols and 𝑤𝑟𝑚𝑠 = √̅̅̅̅̅
𝑤′2 , open symbols) estimated from ADV and PIV measurements. The PIV data
represent the temporal mean of a single interrogation area at the location of the ADV sampling volume. Different
colors denote different surface flow types (see legend). The dashed line in a) shows the result of a linear regression
(excluding the measurements at USW_2): uPIV=1.03*uADV+0.04 m s-1, r2=0.99.The same symbol color assignment
as in a) was used in b).

The spectral distribution of velocity variance measured by both instruments agreed in many
aspects, inclduing the inertial subrange. Measurement noise, i.e. a flat spectrum with constant
power spectral density at high frequencies, varied among instruments, among deployments and, in
the case of ADV, also among velocity components (Fig. S3). Particularly in the USW
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measurements, the spectra of the vertical ADV velocity component (which corresponded to the
longitudinal velocity component in the more common upright deployment of the instrument) was
strongly affected by noise. This noise significantly contributed to turbulent kinetic energy and rootmean-square velocity variance and was therefore removed prior to TKE estimation by low-pass
filtering (see method section in main manuscript). In the PIV measurements, an equal noise level
was observed for the longitudinal and vertical velocity components, which was slightly higher than
the noise level of the longitudinal ADV velocity component.

a) SBT 2

b) RIP 1

c) USW 4

Figure S3: Comparison of power spectral density of longitudinal (u) and vertical (w) velocity fluctuations measured
by PIV and ADV at three selected spots (a) SBT 2, b) RIP 1, c) USW 4. Note the identical axis scale in all panels,
see legend for line color assignments.

Dissipation rates of turbulent kinetic energy obtained from inertial subrange fitting of velocity
spectra agreed mostly within a factor of two among both instruments (Fig. S4). Larger differences
were mainly observed for dissipation estimates from the vertical velocity spectra at the USW sites.
The inertial subrange in these spectra was below the noise level of the vertical ADV velocity, while
a clear inertial subrange was observed in the PIV measurements and for the longitudinal component
for both instruments.
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Figure S4: Comparison of dissipation estimated from
inertial subrange fitting for ADV and PIV
measurements. Open symbols represent dissipation
rates estimated from the longitudinal velocity
component (εu) and filled symbols are based on vertical
velocity fluctuations (εw). The solid line represents a 1:1
relationship, dashed lines indicate uncertainty of a
factor of two.
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